1. INTRODUCTION

Computers are used on regular basis on our day-to-day activities at homes, Educational consultants, Hospitals, Businessmen, Governments, Marketers, Bankers, and Students etc. and this proofs that the use of the computer in our life and business is effective. According to Rother (2004), "Technology has become ingrained in the educational process. It increases teacher productivity in a daily basis, enhanced student performance on key subjects, and improves student results in standardized tests." When talking about using computer in our daily chaos we therefore tend to use the computer either directly or indirectly. When we use it directly we buy our mobile phone recharge cards, use the computer for typing our research work, balancing accounts at work or even playing game with
the computer but when we use an ATM, we are actually making an indirect use of computer. Therefore, computers, in general, are used in nearly all fields of human endeavours, like in supermarkets, etc. homes, Educational consultants, Hospitals, Businessmen, Governments, Marketers, Bankers, and Students etc.

According to a publication by Dr. Umar Lawal Aliyu on computer crime (2018), he was of the opinion that numerous advances in electronic resources and in technologies such as cellular phones, pagers, home computers, the Internet, websites, and palm pilots have become an important aspect of our life today making use of computer become regular basis in our life. We have today witness that computer technology is at the threshold of making life easier for everyone in the world and in fact, the advancement of computer technology today in all facets of the world, and life are growing to the point that everyone will need a computer to carry out their everyday life.

Computers are becoming ubiquitous these days because most of the things we use on daily basis are becoming computerised. The smart phone and Android/Apple tablet we use are computers. The kid’s toys that can talk or those toys that can even respond to things they say are also computers. Our modern cars, doors, clocks, games, 3D televisions etc. are also computerised. This means that using computer has become part of our daily activities and this research work will try to discuss the role of computers in our daily life and how it has integrated to all aspects of human life.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Theoretical Framework

A computer is an electronic device for storing and processing data, typically in binary form, according to instructions given to it in a variable program. According to David L. Anderson, computer is a machine that takes a rule or a recipe (usually called an "algorithm") and applies it to whatever it is instructed to. A computer is a machine or device that performs processes, calculations and operations based on instructions provided by a software or hardware program. It is designed to execute applications and provides a variety of solutions by combining integrated hardware and software components. We are living in the modern era of technology. Our daily life depends on it and live on it. Computers have made our life easy; it has brought so many benefits to the society. A computer is made up of multiple parts and components that facilitate user functionality. A computer has two primary categories; the Hardware, which is the Physical structure that houses a computer’s processor, memory, storage, communication ports and peripheral devices, and the Software, which includes operating system (OS), and software applications.

It can hardly be denied that computers have considerably changed the lives of human beings. These days, majority of us cannot imagine our lives without them. In the current world, it is almost impossible to imagine that someone can live without computers. Computers have become an electronic device of almost every day use for individuals of every age, and essential in almost all the business dealings that are made nowadays. With computers in recent years they have gained significance attention as they have improved the efficiency and productivity of work done in all forms of organisations. The accurate knowledge and use of computers has brought change in a big and astonishing way, as it has led to the demolition of illiteracy, and lead to optimism, efficiency, productivity and high quality growth and development in all aspects of human life all over the world.

2.2 Types of Computer

According to required services, speed or efficiency different types of computers are available in market. Types of computer are as follows:

a. Super Computer: This type of computers is large and more powerful and they are used for large and complex calculation. According to Wikipedia, supercomputer is a computer with a high level of performance compared to a general-purpose computer. The performance of a supercomputer is commonly measured in floating-point operations per second (FLOPS) instead of million instructions per second (MIPS). Thus, a supercomputer is the fastest computer in the world that can process a significant amount of data very quickly. The computing Performance of a "supercomputer" is measured very high as compared to a general-purpose computer.
b. Mainframe Computer: A data processing system employed mainly in large organizations for various applications, including bulk data processing, process control, industry and consumer statistics, enterprise resource planning, and financial transaction processing. According to Wikipedia, Mainframe computers (colloquially referred to as "big iron") are computers used primarily by large organizations for critical applications; bulk data processing, such as census, industry and consumer statistics, enterprise resource planning; and transaction processing. Mainframe computers are smaller than supercomputer. It has large storage capacity and capable to perform large calculation and are often used in bank, educational institution.

c. Minicomputer: Minicomputer: are multi user which are mainly used by small organization. A minicomputer, or colloquially mini, is a class of smaller computers that was developed in the mid-1960s and sold for much less than mainframe and mid-size computers from IBM and its direct competitors, (Wikipedia).

d. Microcomputer: Microcomputer is defined as small size, inexpensive, easy to carry computer e.g. Laptop, tablets. Microcomputer, an electronic device with a microprocessor as its central processing unit (CPU). Microcomputer was formerly a commonly used term for personal computers, particularly any of a class of small digital computers whose CPU is contained on a single integrated semiconductor chip, (Encyclopaedia Britannica).
2.3 Uses of Computer

a. Uses of the computer in Education field: In this modern world Schools and colleges all around the world irrespective of their policies engage in the use of computer and internet technologies to teach students digitally and creatively with data visualization. Both teachers and students use computers for their research work, drawing tools, spread sheet, Audio, Video lectures and power point presentations etc. There are so many college and universities are now providing online degree programs for college students. Computers are most important educational tools for teachers and learners. YouTube, Blogs, eBooks, Newsletters, eNewspaper etc. such educational tools are not possible without a computer that we are using today. The computers make reading, research and all aspects of education fast, accurate, reliable etc. and it is in fact very beneficial for students to learn more deeply and accurately. Computers have brought about new ways of educational system and business bringing about online universities, colleges of education, lessons etc. making it easy for people to read from their homes without attending campuses.

b. Use of computer in the business: Most modern businesses are facilitated and done with computers. By the use of computer and internet connection, we can start the business, run the business and manage the business and we can grow the business by the use of a computer. For example; Google, Facebook, LinkedIn, Amazon, Alibaba etc. all are websites created by the use of computer and internet. Computers help in research, production, distribution, marketing, banking, team management, business automation, data storage, employees management and very helpful to increase the productivity in lower cost, less time with high quality. That is why the use of the computer is important in business.

c. Uses of the computer in hospitals: Computers are used these days in most hospitals, they provide many uses, and benefits to both the doctors, nurses and the patients. Most modernised hospitals create a database of their doctors, nurses and patients recording all records of appointments treatment, medicine etc. Computers are in this modern days used diagnose all kinds of problems that will bring development in the medical industry. Doctors are using a computer to diagnose the diseases of patients faster. Computers are used in hospitals to do the research on diseases, blood test, urine test, brain testing, and body scanning etc.

d. Use of computer by High school, college and university students: Use of computer with the internet by students has become very vital and important in all, there aspects of studies and in fact, information technology helps students in their study no matter which kind of degree they are doing. Students use computer to learn in virtually all aspects of studies online with safety and etiquette.

e. Uses of the computer in marketing: Marketing professionals use computer technology to plan, manage and monitor campaigns. Marketers also use the internet is creating new ways to do the product and services marketing online. By analysing and manipulating data on computers, they can increase the precision of marketing campaigns, personalize customer and prospect internet is creating new ways to do the product and services marketing online. With the help of computers companies can chat, email, outsource, apply and can do various works that included in Internet Marketing such as website designing, Search engine optimization, PPC, Content Marketing, Social Media Marketing etc.

f. Uses of the computer in the home: Computers are used in all homes from Toys to games to Television etc. Computer uses in homes depend on the user because while some use them to play games others use them to watch films. Some nevertheless use them to do there office work and other to buy thing and so forth and so forth. They are also in homes, where they are used for things such as listening to music, reading the news and writing.

g. Uses of the computer in the banking sector: Banks use computers these days mostly in all aspects of their activities. Using computer makes most banking process faster and accurate. Banks use a wide range of computers to carry out regular, day-to-day operations. Computers allow banking personnel to efficiently carry out transactions, process customer needs, forecast future trends, prepare internal and external reports, communicate with key participants and generate profits. Whenever we deposit, withdraw money we get messages on our mobile number. We can see and print our transaction records without visiting banks. Computer does the whole process of banking.
h. Uses of the computer for different reasons and purposes:

- **Kids:** – Kids use the computer in their daily life to play games, to use drawing tools and to watch funny (cartoon) videos.
- **Job seekers:** – Job seekers the computer to search and apply for jobs on net. There are job-searching sites like indeed.com, nigerianfinder.com, oasdom.com etc. They provide sites to search and apply for jobs.
- **Business owners:** – Business owners use computer in research, production, distribution, marketing, banking, team management, business automation, data storage, employees management and very helpful to increase the productivity in lower cost, less time with high quality.

### 2.4 Computer Integration In All Aspect Of Human Life

In this modern world of advancement in science and technology, computers affect our life so the use of the computer today in our daily life greatly integrated in all aspect of human life. We listen to music on the computer, earn money online, do internet banking, communicate with family and friends online and, run online business, take online classes etc. and all these are possible by introduction of computer.

Computers play a very important role in our day-to-day lives because the play an integral role in almost all aspects of human endeavours. They can be seen being used not only at the office or at home, but also in all kinds of sectors and businesses. They are used at airports, restaurants, railway stations, banks etc. slowly and gradually, as computers are penetrating through the modern society, people are getting more and more optimistic about the promises its invention made.

Networks through which information flows constantly surround us so notions of time and location are changing and the world seems to be becoming a ‘global village where distance is no longer a barrier to commercial or social contact. Computers and IT in everyday life, is about how this infrastructure of information and communication technologies permeates our lives. IT systems include the internet, mobile phone systems, broadcast radio and TV systems, etc. and they have all become essential to our day-to-day activities and human endeavours.

Thus, computers in this modernised world of science and technology on daily basis is making life easier, faster and have more importantly satisfy all aspects of our daily endeavours that we cannot do without.

### 3. CONCLUSION

Use of computer has become a very vital and important aspect of our life because computer science is always explored and used by human in our day-to-day endeavours. The computer has become part of our life to the sense that it has become like an electronic magical device for our life and more and more people are increasingly using computer on daily basis. Therefore, computers have become an electronic device of almost every day use for individuals of every age.

A digital computer, analogue computer and now the use of hybrid computers are growing in our daily life. The problem is that computer is doing our work faster and accurately and save our time. Computing can help businesses by making their staff efficient and productive and save their valuable time in any business or office. In schools, they help the students, teachers and researchers to do their work very fast and in an efficient and better way and help them to share the same knowledge with their other members of staff. Computers have also helped the media and the entertainment industries to function effectively, hey are used in the medical industry to help doctors in diagnosing the diseases quickly and efficiently and they have in fact become vital gadget in several sectors; railways, banking, electricity, telephone departments, shopping carts etc are just but a few of them.

In this modern world, it is almost impossible to imagine that someone can live without computers.
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